LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB 8TH MARCH 2014..
©
SHEILA P HAMILTON.
Congratulations to CHRIS TITTERINGTON for giving everyone a very enjoyable day with superb
hospitality and consideration throughout. There was a very good entry which gives hope that the show scene
showing signs of recovery. I was sorry to lose some of my Siamese miscellaneous classes but I had a huge
book this could not be helped. As ever I had a very confident and competent steward in Mary Dean,many,
thanks Mary I look forward to working with you again.
A.C SIAMESE OR BALINESE GRAND PREMIER FEMALE
1ST & IMPERIAL CERT TO :RYCRAFT GR PR ASHJOLEX AURORABOREALIS 32B8 FN 7/4/11.
A rather stylish, shy girl who showed overall very good type and balance. Large and well placed
ears ,straight profile and good firm chin. Very good Siamese eye shape and setting –colour was of an
even deep blue.Bite is level and the chin is firm.
Long,lithe and feminine body with elegant limbs ,neat feet and with a well balanced ,tapering tail.
Clear colour to body of a very good texture but is slightly long.Well mingled points. Very well
prepared and presented.
2 ( RESERVE w/h) BRIDER/Mc KENZIE GR PR NANPEMA HOLLY GOLIGHTLY 32/B1 FN
8/12/10
Not having the style nor the elegance of the winner and for me was rather too short in both body and
head for Imperial status.Short but balanced head which is slightly flat on the top.Very good eye
shape and deep blue colour ,bite is level and the chin is firm.
Firm and muscular body requiring more length and elegance and with limbs and tail in balance.
Shading to body which is of a sleek and close lying texture. Well mingled points which needs more
red throughout to enhance the desired richness of intermingling. Very good condition, temperament
and presentation.
A.C SIAMESE OR BALINESE GRAND PREMIER MALE
1ST & IMP CERT TO :SHORE GR PR ROYSTERER ROYAL DAZZLE 32/9 MN 20/2/09
Very good length and masculinity of head enhanced by his well placed and proportionate ears Very
good profile and with a firm chin. Eyes appeared slightly deep set but he did open them up with
encouragement which gave him good Siamese expression and shows a very good vivid blue colour.
Long, muscular and well toned body slightly heavy around the abdomen he is however a five year
old male neuter making this more acceptable . Very good length and balance to tapering ,long tail
and lengthy limbs., proportionate oval shaped paws and very good neck carriage.
Some tonal shading showing magnolia shading on a, off white , well textured ,close lying coat
.Subtle pinkish rosy/ mushroom colour to tabby pattern which shows very good conformation.
Feint facial “M”, thumbprints and tracings. Corresponding subtle tone to bracelets and tail rings
with slightly darker solid tip. Very good temperament and condition.
BRITISH BLUE/LILAC/FAWN TORTIE ADULT
BOB TO KIRK/JUHASZ CH SENI SEVIYORUM VICTORIA 21C F 14/4/12
Excellent British type throughout showing balance, strength and presence. Massive boning and body
weight for the gender. Excellent head type enhance by her large, round expressive eyes .Excellent
density to short coat showing pale lilac and cream intermingling. A very impressive looking girl .
1 CH BEARDSMITH SHINYFAIRY CINDERELLA 28 F 14/6/12
A very correct and typical girl showing very good British conformation throughout. Well rounded
head with pretty open British face and expression. Neat and well set ears. Large round eyes. Short,
broad nose with level bite and a firm chin. medium ,firm cobby body well muscled and well
balanced with sturdy short, thick legs and having a medium, thick tail with a well rounded tip.
Well mingled pattern to her short, dense coat with crisp texture apparent. She handles well and was
shown in excellent condition
2SPRINGETT REGALROSE JAMILA 21 F 9/4/13
A very pleasing youngster just adult but already having developed very good boning ,substance and
weight for her age. Excellent physical condition and of a very pleasing disposition. Neat and well set

ears with rounded tips. Large, rounded and expressive eyes of a very good colour. Pretty open face
but has still to achieve a more rounded muzzle. Bite is level and her chin is firm. Correct short and
broad, straight nose. Lovely body type cobbiness is well through and her sturdy limbs and thick ,
medium tail complete her very good conformation. very good density to short coat which shows very
good intermingling of colours. Well prepared and presented. Excellent temperament.
3 FISHER XZIBIT EVIE 28 F 13/4/12
Much older than the above girl but has still to achieve a more open British face as she is a little
narrow between the eyes. Good ears with correctly rounded tips ,Short and straight nose. Very
good eye colour. Chin is firm and her bite is level. Short and sturdy body in balance with short ,
thick legs and thick tail.
Dense , short coat with well defined intermingling of creams/blues. Very pleasing temperament and
was well presented.
4 SUTTON XZIBIT MOET CHANDON 28 F 1/5/13
Just adult with odd developmental flaws to correct. Adolescent head with medium ears still to drop
and merge into head roundness. Large round copper eyes showing British expression. Nose is
straight, short with breadth to achieve. Bite is level and her chin is firm.
She is an appropriate size for her age with cobbiness to come but he is in balance with limbs and tail.
Coat density is still coming through as is the desired crisp texture. Some solid blue areas rather than
being intermingled creams/blue. A delightful girl for temperament and was well prepared and
presented.
BRITISH BLACK/CHOCOLATE /CINNAMON TORTIE &WHITE ADULT
1 CH/BOB BROWN LYNBRO FLORENCE 22 F 3..6.13
Just adult but already showing very good potential to develop into a lovely British exhibit. She is of
an excellent temperament and was shown to advantage.
Adolescent , feminine head –still to grow into her ears which at present are a little upright
Large , round eyes of an excellent copper tone, she shows the desired British expression. Nose has
breadth , is short and straight. Bite is level and her chin is firm. Feminine ,young adolescent frame
which is in balance with short legs and medium thick tail.
Well defined patched areas which are sound to root. Vibrant red contrasting with dense black and
immaculate white making for a very attractive effect. Lovely to judge and was well presented.
BRITISH BLUE/LILAC /FAWN TORTIE& WHITE ADULT
1 CH BOB CHANCE CHARMODEN SIMPLYUPSADAISY 22A 4.5.13
A very promising girl shown in excellent physical condition. She was well presented and is of a very
pleasing temperament.. Well rounded head with pretty open face Very good eye shape and setting.
Nose is broad ,straight and short. Bite is level and her chin is firm. Adolescent and feminine frame
appropriate in boning for the age given. Well balanced thick tail and with short quite sturdy legs.
Dense short and well defined patched pattern to coat with coloured areas sound to root.
2 FISHER XZIBIT EVA 22A F 13.4.13
Marginally older than the winner but not quite through the awkward adolescent stage. Ears are
slightly large for the breed and carried slightly low at this stage. Nose and muzzle are slightly long .
Correct round eyes of a good colour. Bite is level and the chin is firm.
Body is still developing a robust British frame. Well patched pattern showing good definition
between the sound blue/cream areas and contrasting clear white. She still has time ,is of a delightful
temperament and was well prepared and presented.
BRITISH BLUE/LILAC/FAWN TORTIE & WHITE NEUTER
BOB TO FITZGERALD GR PR WAYDANKES LADY BELLA 22A FN 9/6/08
Large rounded head with well spaced medium size ears. Large round ,pale copper eyes showing
typical British expression. Correct broad, straight and short nose with a pink nose leather. Chin is
firm and her bite is level.
Large but feminine frame of excellent balance and British conformation. She is muscular, weighty
and cobby. Dense crisp ,short coat showing dark blue and dark cream with contrasting white .
Excellent condition and was well presented.
KORAT KITTEN
1 BOB HAWKINS KOORAHK LILIWEN 34 F 2.8.13

A delightful baby girl showing very good potential for a very good representative of the Korat breed.
Lovely heart shaped head with correct breadth between the eyes and downward curve to the nose.
Chin is firm. Forehead is flat . Large eyes with vibrant colour still to come. Baby body with very
Well balanced tapering tail and proportionate limbs. Short, baby coat of a darkish blue colour with
lighter tipping just appearing. She handles well and enjoyed her day out. Shown in very good
condition.
KORAT NEUTER
BOB – HUDSON PR KOORAHK PRAJOW 34 MN 28/1/12
A handsome and masculine boy of excellent conformation to both head and body Strong heart
shaped head with correct brow, top and profile. Large green prominent dominating his face and
enhancing his expression. Bite is level and the chin is strong. Excellent body lines with limbs and
tail in balance . Short, sleek and close lying coat of a darkish blue colour with lighter tipping evident
throughout. Excellent temperament and condition.
HAVANA ADULT
1 (CH W.H) ENTWISTLE BECKSTAR MIKADO 29 M 6/5/11
This boy was extremely nervous and was almost impossible to assess, it was kinder to return him to
the safety of his pen .I was able to see that for his age and gender that he was rather fine boned
Medium head with a pronounced pinching and squareness to the muzzle . The coat was unsound at
the root and showed significant scurf. Today I was unable to judge him to the satisfaction of the
Standard of Points .
ORIENTAL CREAM OR APRICOT MALE ADULT
BOB TO ENTWISTLE CH SYBELLA SINNBAD 37FN M 8/7/10
Lovely strength of head with large and well placed ears with correct wide base. Excellent eyes for
shape, oriental setting and colour. Even lines to muzzle, strong , straight profile and very good depth
of chin.. Long., lithe and masculine body in balance with lengthy. Tapering tail in balance with
body length. Very good coat for colour , was close lying and of a very good texture. A confident and
handsome boy of excellent disposition.
ORIENTAL CINNAMON ADULT
1(CH W/H)BAURFEIND TOGHAR TRULY SINFUL 37K F 20.8/12
At present her head is unbalanced with a squared off muzzle and a shallow chin. Good ear
placement and proportions. Oriental eye shape of a good green tone. Long body with long, slender
legs and having a fine and tapering tail.Very good coat texture which is unsound and showing
ghosting throughout. Very nervous and did not enjoy being out of her pen.
ORIENTAL FAWN ADULT
1ST CH & BOB SAVAGE ICH BOB VELVETENA FELICITATIONS 37R F 15/3/13
Lovely type apart from her slightly shallow chin. Large and well flared ears with good wide base.
Very good eye shape, colour and setting. Very good profile and with a level bite.
Excellent neck carriage leading to a long , feminine and adolescent body balancing with long slender
legs, neat paws and with an excellent long and fine ,tapering tail.
Sleek and close lying well textured coat , sound to root and of a good pale fawn colour. A promising
girl shown in excellent condition and was well prepared and presented.
ORIENTAL SPOTTEDTABBY ADULT MALE
1 CH BOB JONES SARAMESE SUMMER SENSATION 38A M 23/5/13
A lovely youngster showing budding masculinity, style , excellent conformation to both head and
body and with a superb temperament – he was a pleasure to judge and to award. He was well
prepared and presented in excellent physical condition.
Excellent strength and balance to adolescent head . Wide base to large and well flared ears
which enhance his strength of head .Lovely green and even tone to the eyes which show very good
oriental expression , shape and setting. Marginal pinching to his muzzle ,bite is level and his chin is
firm.
Long, adolescent body with corresponding lengthy limbs and tapering , well balanced tail. Excellent
pattern throughout. Well formed”M”.tracings ,clear whisker spots leading to well defined head to

shoulder lines. Body shows clear and well formed spotted pattern. Well defined necklaces, bracelets
and tail rings. With correct solid blue tip. Very good base and pattern colour . Excellent coat texture
ORIENTAL SPOTTED TABBY FEMALE ADULT
1 CH BROWNRIGG HEMLOCK AMAZONIA 38B 2.3.12
Several positive features outweighed odd faults so I was content to award her the certificate today.
Very good temperament and condition. She was well prepared and presented
Very good ear placement and proportions. Very good eye shape, expression and setting to green
eyes. Muzzle is rather pinched . her chin ebbs slightly ,bite is level . Body shows very good length
and conformation. Long ,slender neck. Lengthy , slender limbs and very good length to tapering a
long well ringed tail with solid tip. Spotted pattern is well formed but is slightly masked by some
agouti invasion. Very good close lying and well textured coat.
HAVANA KITTEN
1 BOB MORTON ALDERSTAR MISCHIEF MANAGED 29 MN 7.7.13
Shows very pleasing and promising type to both head and body. Very good length and balance to
head complimented by his very good ear placement and proportions.
Vivid green eyes ,oriental
in shape, setting and expression, Straight profile, level bite and with a firm chin. .Long, lithe baby
body in keeping with long, slender legs and very good length to tapering, fine tail.
Sleek and well textured coat which is of a lovely chestnut colour although is not totally sound to the
root. Very good physical condition and is of a very pleasing temperament.
ORIENTAL CINNAMON KITTEN
1 BOB KEOGHAN SHERMESE ALDERSTAR MAGIC 37K F 22/8/13
Another promising baby with lovely type to both head and body. Well balanced ears with good flair
and wide base.Oriental eye shape and setting is correct, Eye colour is still at the “hazel” stage Bite
is level and she has a good firm chin. Typical ,well balanced body showing overall promise and is
in very good condition. Very good coat texture which is almost sound to the root. Coat colour is of a
rich cinnamon shade . Delightful girl being a pleasure to judge.
SEAL POINT SIAMESE KITTEN
1 BOB CALLOWAY SIAMAZING STEADFAST 24 M 24/10/13
Still quite young but already showing very promising type and balance. A lively young fellow happy
to be out of the pen. Shown in very good physical condition.
Very good length and balance to head showing large and well flared ears. Very good eye
shape,setting and very good deep blue colour. Profile in not quite straight at present. Chin has depth
and his bite is level.
Excellent body length which is firm and in very good condition. H stands on long , slender legs with
oval shaped paws. Excellent length to tapering, balanced tail. very good neck carriage.
Baby,muddy coat with points still developing density this should rectify with age.
SEAL POINT SIAMESE MALE NEUTER
1 PR BOB ROBINSON BEWYCHEN PRINCELINGMING 24 MN 2/6/13
Just adult and already showing budding masculinity and very good potential to develop into a lovely
male neuter. Very good length and balance to head with excellent deep blue eye colour enhanced by
typical Siamese shape, setting and expression. large and well flared ears enhancing the balance of
head. Straight profile ,level bite and with reasonably good depth of chin.
Very good neck carriage leading to a long, lithe body within an adolescent frame. Lengthy ,slender
legs and tapering tail complete his overall very good conformation of body.
Sleek and close lying coat with points and coat colour still settling. Excellent disposition and was a
pleasure to judge.
SEAL POINT FEMALE NEUTER
1 ( PR W.H.)WEBSTER NANPEMA SERENDIPIDY 24 FN 25/10/12
According to her age she has passed through the awkward adolescent stage but as yet has not
acquired the desired length to both head and body and is lacking overall elegance. She is however of
a very pleasing temperament and was shown in very good condition.
Short wedge with good ear placement and proportions. Deep blue eyes of a very good shape and
setting. Straight profile,level bite and with a firm chin. Short but firm body with corresponding limbs

and tapering tail. Showing some brindling and spectacles on mask/around the eyes and brindling on
her tail. Good coat texture .
2 MACGUIRE SIAMAIDEN VIVA LAS VEGAS 24 FN 29/3/13
Younger than the winner and also lacking the desired length and elegance to both head and body.
Head is short with an uneven profile and of only moderate type and strength. Ears are well
proportioned and fairly well set. Moderate eye shape of a deep blue colour but she shows a slight
cast in one eye. Firm but short adolescent body with corresponding limbs and tail. Points colour still
to settle and the shaded coat has still to clear. Coat is of a good texture. She handles well and was
well presented.
BLUE POINT SIAMESE MALE NEUTER
1 PR BOB WEBB TENAJ MERLIN 24A MN 25/5/13
A very correct youngster just old enough for the certificate class but is well worthy to receive the Pr
& BOB today. He shows overall very good conformation and promise. Well balanced head of
unexaggerated type but was complimented by his very good profile. Very good ear placement and
proportions. I judged him at an inconvenient time having to wake him up. Initially his eyes
appeared small and deep set but with encouragement he opened them up to a good shape and settingcolour is of a good vivid and even blue tone. Bite is level and his chin is firm.
Very good neck carriage leading to a long lithe body of an appropriate weight and boning for such a
young boy. He shows very good balance to lengthy, slender legs and has an excellent long, fine and
tapering tail.
Excellent coat which is well textured, sleek and close lying. Colour is of a clear glacial white.
Matching powdery blue points colour making for a very attractive effect. Excellent condition,
temperament and presentation..

